Our paper addresses the problem of annotation projection for semantic role labeling for resource-poor languages using supervised annotations from a resource-rich language through parallel data. We propose a transfer method that employs information from source and target syntactic dependencies as well as word alignment density to improve the quality of an iterative bootstrapping method. Our experiments yield a 3.5 absolute labeled F-score improvement over a standard annotation projection method.
Introduction
Semantic role labeling (SRL) is the task of automatically labeling predicates and arguments of a sentence with shallow semantic labels characterizing "Who did What to Whom, How, When and Where?" . These rich semantic representations are useful in many applications such as question answering (Shen and Lapata, 2007) and information extraction (Christensen et al., 2011) , hence gaining a lot of attention in recent years (Zhou and Xu, 2015; Täckström et al., 2015; Roth and Lapata, 2016; Marcheggiani et al., 2017) .
Since the process of creating annotated resources needs significant manual effort, SRL resources are available for a relative small number of languages such as English (Palmer et al., 2005) , German (Erk et al., 2003) , Arabic (Zaghouani et al., 2010) and Hindi (Vaidya et al., 2011) . However, most languages still lack SRL systems. There have been some efforts to use information from a resource-rich language to develop SRL systems for resource-poor languages. Transfer methods address this problem by transferring information from a resource-rich language (e.g. English) to a resource-poor language.
Annotation projection is a popular transfer method that transfers supervised annotations from a source language to a target language through parallel data. Unfortunately this technique is not as straightforward as it seems, e.g. translation shifts lead to erroneous projections and accordingly affecting the performance of the SRL system trained on these projections. Translation shifts are typically a result of the differences in word order and the semantic divergences between the source and target languages. In addition to translation shifts, there are errors that occur in translations, automatic word alignments as well as automatic semantic roles, hence we observe a cascade of error effect.
In this paper, we introduce a new approach for a dependency-based SRL system based on annotation projection without any semantically annotated data for a target language. We primarily focus on improving the quality of annotation projection by using translation cues automatically discovered from word alignments. We show that exclusively relying on partially projected data does not yield good performance. We improve over the baseline by filtering irrelevant projections, iterative bootstrapping with relabeling, and weighting each projection instance differently with datadependent cost-sensitive training.
In short, contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows; We introduce a weighting algorithm to improve annotation projection based on cues obtained from syntactic and translation information. In other words, instead of utilizing manually-defined rules to filter projections, we define and use a customized cost function to train over noisy projected instances. This newly defined cost function helps the system weight some projections over other instances. We then utilize this algorithm in a bootstrapping framework. Unlike traditional bootstrapping, ours relabels every training instance (including labeled data) in every self-training round. Our final model on transferring from English to German yields a 3.5 absolute improvement labeled F-score over a standard annotation projection method.
Our Approach
We aim to develop a dependency-based SRL system which makes use of training instances projected from a source language (SLang) onto a target language (TLang) through parallel data. Our SRL system is formed as a pipeline of classifiers consisting of a predicate identification and disambiguation module, an argument identification module, and an argument classification module. In particular, we use our re-implementation of the greedy (local) model of Björkelund et al. (2009) except that we use an averaged perceptron algorithm (Freund and Schapire, 1999) as the learning algorithm.
Baseline Model
As our baseline, we apply automatic word alignment on parallel data and preserve the intersected alignments from the source-to-target and targetto-source directions. As our next step, we define a projection density criteria to filter some of the projected sentences. Given a target sentence from TLang with w words where f words have alignments (f ≤ w), if the source sentence from SLang has p predicates for which p ′ of them are projected (p ′ ≤ p), we define projection density as (p ′ × f )/(p × w) and prune out sentences with a density value less than a certain threshold. The threshold value is empirically determined during tuning experiments performed on the development data. In this criteria, the denominator shows the maximum number of training instances that could be obtained by projection and the nominator shows the actual number of relevant instances that are used in our model. In addition to speeding up the training process, filtering sparse alignments helps remove sentence pairs with a significant translation shifts. Thereafter, a supervised model is trained directly on the projected data.
Model Improvements
As already mentioned, the quality of projected roles is highly dependent on different factors including translation shifts, errors in automatic word alignments and the SLang supervised SRL system. In order to address these problems, we apply the following techniques to improve learning from partial and noisy projections, thereby enhancing the performance of our model:
• Bootstrapping to make use of unlabeled data;
• Determining the quality of a particular projected semantic dependency based on two factors: 1) source-target syntactic correspondence; and, 2) projection completeness degree. We utilize the above constraints in the form of a data-dependent cost-sensitive training objective. This way the classifier would be able to learn translation shifts and erroneous instances in the projected data, hence enhancing the overall performance of the system.
Bootstrapping Bootstrapping (or self-training) is a simple but very useful technique that makes use of unlabeled data. A traditional self-training method (McClosky et al., 2006 ) labels unlabeled data (in our case, fill in missing SRL decisions) and adds that data to the labeled data for further training. We report results for this setting in §3.1 as fill-in. Although fill-in method is shown to be very useful in previous work (Akbik et al., 2015) , empirically, we find that it is better to relabel all training instances (including the already labeled data) instead of only labeling unlabeled raw data. Therefore, the classifier is empowered to discover outliers (resulting from erroneous projections) and change their labels during the training process. Figure 1 illustrates our algorithm. It starts with training on the labeled data and uses the trained model to label the unlabeled data and relabel the already labeled data. This process repeats for a certain number of epochs until the model converges, i.e., reaches its maximum performance.
Data-dependent cost-sensitive training In our baseline approach, we use the standard perceptron training. In other words, whenever the algorithm sees a training instance x i with its corresponding label y i , it updates the weight vector θ for iteration t based on the difference between the feature vector φ(x i , y i ) of the gold label and the feature vector φ(x i , y * i ) of the predicted label y * i (Eq. 1).
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Figure 1: The iterative bootstrapping algorithm for training SRL on partially projected data.
In Eq. 1, the algorithm assumes that every data point x i in the training data {x 1 , · · · , x n } has the same importance and the cost of wrongly predicting the best label for each training instance is uniform. We believe this uniform update is problematic especially for the transfer task in which different projected instances have different qualities. To mitigate this issue, we propose a simple modification, we introduce a cost λ i ∈ [0, 1] for each training instance x i . Therefore, Eq. 1 is modified as follows in Eq. 2.
In other words, the penalty of making a mistake by the classifier for each training instance depends on the importance of that instance defined by a certain cost. The main challenge is to define an effective cost function, especially in our framework where we don't have supervision. Accordingly, we experiment with the following cost definitions: -Projection completeness: Our observation shows that the density of projection is a very important indicator of projection quality. We view it as a rough indicator of translation shifts: the more alignments from source to target, the less we have a chance of having translation shifts. As an example, consider the sentence pair extracted from EnglishGerman Europarl corpus: "I sit here between a rock and a hard place" and its German translation "Zwei Herzen wohnen ach in meiner Brust" which literally reads as "Two hearts dwell in my chest". The only words that are aligned (based on the output of Giza++) are the English word "between" and the German word "in". In fact, the German sentence is an idiomatic translation of the English sentence. Consequently predicateargument structure of these sentences vary tremendously; The word "sit" is predicate of the English sentence while "wohnen (dwell)" is the predicate of the German sentence.
We use the definition of completeness from Akbik et al. (2015) to define the sparsity cost (λ comp ): this definition deals with the proportion of a verb or direct dependents of verbs in a sentence that are labeled.
-Source-target syntactic dependency match: We observe that when the dependency label of a target word is different from its aligned source word, there is a higher chance of a projection mistake. However, given the high frequency of source-target dependency mismatches, it is harmful to prune those projections that have dependency mismatch; instead, we define a different cost if we see a training instance with a dependency mismatch. For an argument x i that is projected from source argument s x i , we define the cost λ dep i according to the dependency of the source and target words dep(x i ) and dep(s x i ) as Eq. 3.
As an example, consider Fig. 2 that demonstrates an English-German sentence pair from EuroParl "I would urge you to endorse this" with its German translation that literally reads as "I ask for your approval". As we can see, there is a shift in translation of English clausal complement "to endorse this" into German equivalent "um Zustimmung (your approaval)" which leads the difference in the syntactic structure of source and target sentences. Therefore, neither the predicate label of English verb "endorse" nor the argument "A2" should not be projected to the German noun "Zustimmung". Dashed edges between sentences show intersected word alignments. Here, projecting semantic role of "endorse" (A2) to to the word "Zustimmmung" through alignment will lead to the wrong semantic role for this word. Table 1 : Labeled F-score for different models in SRL transfer from English to German using gold predicates. Cost columns shows the use of cost-sensitive training using projection completeness ("comp."), source-target dependency match ("dep.") and both ("comp.+dep."). The numbers in parenthesis show the absolute improvement over the Bootstrap-fill-in method.
using the Gold predicate sense. After filtering projections with density criteria of §2.1, 29417 of the sentences are preserved. The number of preserved sentences after filtering sparse alignments is roughly one percent of the original parallel data (29K sentences out of 2.2M sentences). Density threshold is set to 0.4 determined based on our tuning experiments on development data. Table 1 shows the results of different models on the German evaluation data. As we can see in the table, bootstrapping outperforms the baseline. Interestingly, relabelling all training instances (Bootstrap-relabel) gives us 0.8 absolute improvement in F-score compared to when we just predict over instances without a projected label (Bootstrap-fill-in). Here, the fill-in approach would label only the German word "um" in Fig. 2 that does not have any projected label from the English side. While the relabeling method will overwrite all projected labels with less noisy predicted labels.
Results and Discussion
We additionally observe that the combination of the two cost functions improves the quality further. Overall, the best model yields 3.5 absolute improvement F-score over the baseline. As expected, none of the approaches improves over supervised performance. We further analyzed the effects of relabeling approach on identification and classification of non-root semantic dependencies. Figure 3 shows precision, re- call and F-score of the two most frequent semantic dependencies (predicate pos + argument label): VERB+A0, VERB+A1 throughout relabeling iterations. As demonstrated in the graph, both precision and recall improve by cost-sensitive relabeling for VERB+A0. In fact, cost-sensitive training helps the system refine irrelevant projections at each iteration and assigns more weight on less noisy projections, hence enhancing precision.
Our analysis on VERB+A0 instances shows that source-target dependency match percentage also increases during iterations leading to increase the recall. In other words, weighting projection instances based on dependency match helps classifier label some of the instances which were dismissed during projection, thereby will increase the recall. While similar improvement in precision is observed for VERB+A1, Figure 3 shows that the recall is almost descending by relabeling. Our analysis shows that unlike VERB+A0, percentage of source-target dependency match remains almost steady for VERB+A1. This means that costsensitive relabeling for this particular semantic dependency has not been very successful in labeling unlabeled data.
Related Work
There have been several studies on transferring SRL systems Lapata, 2005, 2009; Mukund et al., 2010; van der Plas et al., 2011 van der Plas et al., , 2014 Kozhevnikov and Titov, 2013; Akbik et al., 2015) . Padó and Lapata (2005) , as one of the earliest studies on annotation projection for SRL using parallel resources, apply different heuristics and techniques to improve the quality of their model by focusing on having better word and constituent alignments. van der Plas et al. (2011) improve an annotation projection model by jointly training a transfer system for parsing and SRL. They solely focus on fully projected annotations and train only on verbs. In this work, we train on all predicates as well as exploit partial annotation. Kozhevnikov and Titov (2013) define shared feature representations between the source and target languages in annotation projection. The benefit of using shared representations is complementary to our work encouraging us to use it in future work.
Akbik et al. (2015) introduce an iterative selftraining approach using different types of linguistic heuristics and alignment filters to improve the quality of projected roles. Unlike our work that does not use any external resources, Akbik et al. (2015) make use of bilingual dictionaries. Our work also leverages self-training but with a different approach: first of all, ours does not apply any heuristics to filter out projections. Second, it trains and relabels all projected instances, either labeled or unlabeled, at every epoch and does not gradually introduce new unlabeled data. Instead, we find it more useful to let the target language SRL system rule out noisy projections via relabeling.
Conclusion
We described a method to improve the performance of annotation projection in the dependencybased SRL task utilizing a data-dependent costsensitive training. Unlinke previous studies that use manually-defined rules to filter projections, we benefit from information obtained from projection sparsity and syntactic similarity to weigh projections. We utilize a bootstrapping algorithm to train a SRL system over projections. We showed that we can get better results if we relabel the entire train data in each iteration as opposed to only labeling instances without projections.
For the future work, we consider experimenting with newly published Universal Proposition Bank (Wang et al., 2017 ) that provides a unified labeling scheme for all languages. Given the recent success in SRL systems with neural networks (Marcheggiani et al., 2017; Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017) , we plan to use them for further improvement. We expect a similar trend by applying the same ideas in a neural SRL system. 
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